We demonstrate shot-to-shot (at a rate of 20 MHz), broadband (>200 nm), spectrallyresolved (spectral resolution of 0.2 nm) statistical characterization of continuous-wave-triggered supercontinuum in the 1 m regime, enabled by optical time stretch.
In our experiment, a 20 m-long photonic crystal fiber (PCF) is pumped in the anomalous dispersion regime by a picosecond mode-locked laser pulse centered at 1064 nm (FWHM: ~7 ps, peak power: ~80 W). A weak CW trigger (~320 times smaller than pump power) from a wavelength tunable CW laser (1064 -1085 nm) is launched into the PCF together with the pump. The output SC pulses are subsequently time-stretched by a single-mode fiber (GVD: ~0.18 ns/nm, corresponding to a spectral resolution of ~0.2 nm [3] ) and captured by a real-time oscilloscope (16 GHz, 80 GSa/s). Fig. 1(a) shows the averaged OTS spectra (using 399 consecutive single-shot spectra captured at a rate of 20MHz, governed by the repetition rate of the laser) at each CW trigger wavelength. They are in good agreement with the spectra acquired by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) at a scan rate of ~2 Hz ( Fig. 1(b) ). Both the SC bandwidth and the spectral features are strongly influenced by varying the trigger wavelength. In particular, it is well-known that the stochastic nature of soliton fission tends to wash out the spectral variation in the averaged SC spectrum (see untriggered SC in Fig.1 (a) -(b) ). This is in clear contrast to the CW-triggered SC spectra in which the spectral undulation around 1064-1100 nm, signifying the higher-order soliton fission with higher temporal stability, becomes more pronounced when the CW-trigger wavelength is around 1076 -1079 nm (see Fig.1 (a) -(b) ). We also stress that the OTS allows us to access of both the statistical and spectral information of the SC in real-time. This can be evident from the spectrally-resolved intensity histograms shown in Fig. 1(c)-(d) . Clearly, we can observe the key effects of the CW-triggered SC: (1) spectral enhancement with additional undulation feature, and (2) modest improvement in temporal stability on the longer wavelength side of the SC. This is consistent with the recent findings based on numerical simulation that soliton fission is initiated in a more deterministic fashion in the presence of the weak CW-trigger [1] . By evaluating the intensity spectral correlation of the time-stretched CW-triggered SC spectra ( Fig.2(b) , CW trigger wavelength of 1076 nm), we also observe higher intensity correlation (i.e. either higher positive or negative correlation) near 1064 -1100 nm, where the soliton-like features are clearly apparent. In the untriggered SC case (Fig. 2(a) ), the spectral correlation drops rapidly away from the pump, indicating the spectral decoherence due to the noise-seeded modulation instability (MI), which leads to stochastic onset of soliton fission, and thus SC. It is in accord with our coherence analysis based on the two-frequency cross spectral density (CSD) function from GNLSE simulation. By introducing a CW trigger at 1076 nm, the CSD reveals higher coherence within a square region in the range of 975 nm -1125 nm (Fig.2 (d) ). Without the CW-trigger, only the diagonal line with high coherence is visible in the CSD (Fig.2(c) ). The square is classified as the nearly coherent components, whereas the diagonal line corresponds to the quasi-stationary components of the SC [6] . Hence, it is clear that CW-triggering at proper wavelength (e.g. 1076 nm in the MI gain spectrum) improves the SC coherence.
In summary, we demonstrate real-time shot-to-shot broadband (~200 nm) experimental characterization of CWtriggered SC, by OTS in 1m regime -exploiting a wider range of spectral window to perform comprehensive investigation of SC, particularly its intrinsic shot-to-shot noise properties. We note that OTS enables us to assess the spectrally-resolved statistics of the SC under the influenced of CW triggering. It thus could represent an effective experimental tool to search for optimal conditions for actively manipulating SC properties.
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